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A DIFFERENT SERVICE OFFER

CONTEMPORARY POST WAR ART

• JN Investment Art provide a complete circle of service to all our international clients who wish to buy            
and sell artwork of a diverse range of artistic genres

JN Investment Art has an expertise for works by Contemporary Post-War artists who have lived and
worked in the South of France. We specialise in the unique group of artists who have had a powerful
impact on the world of art.

• We pride ourselves on providing the utmost discretion and confidentiality to all our clients
• Over the last 20 years we have developed impeccable direct sources of art works, as well as
associations with internationally respected leading professionals in the art world
• We place the highest integrity on rigorous determination of provenance and source quality works
• We work closely with private individuals, interior design and corporate groups
• Our art works have been featured on the covers and in articles in magazines including:  Elle Decoration
Magazine (France & UK), 25 beautiful Homes Magazine, Player Magazine, Auditorium Magazine.
A number of paintings are featured in the new movie: ‘Grace of Monaco,’ starring Nicole Kidman
• The media have recognised that we have an excellent eye for works of art to complement a room and
actively provide services to clients to dress interiors with the perfect pieces. A particular favourite was
a prior residence of Henri Matisse overlooking the ocean in Nice

www.jn-investment-art.com
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These include: Yves Klein, his wife the artist; Rotraut, and his mother; Marie Raymond. As well as
Charles Malaussena, Albert Chubac, Simon Bussy, Nivèse, Merlot, Vidal, Ben, Vojic and Tilmans.
All these artists were exceptional and their works are continuing to increase in value.
They were the cutting edge Mavericks who took their lead from: Pablo Picasso, Henri Matisse,
Marc Chagall, Jean Cocteau and Albert Gleizes.
“Because of their growing international reputation and the high demand for the work by influential French
Contemporary Post-War artists…They (the post war art) are an ideal investment and will continue to
escalate in price over the next 10 years.”
Jenny Pat, Art Expert Presenter for ‘Dealers’ TV series, Discovery Network (July 2012).
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OUTSTANDING NEW ARTISTS

ABOUT US

At JN Investment Art, we source and promote diverse work and like to promote outstanding new up and
coming artists such as Ireneo Frizzarin (Italian), and Natasha Khan (British).

James Nicholls is a recognised international investment art specialist whose experience in art now
spans many years.

“For me people with good eyes who actually enjoy looking at art, nothing is uplifting as standing before
a great painting, whether it was painted in 1505 or last Tuesday.”
Charles Saatchi

James is the Investment Art Expert for British Airways, featured on inflight entertainment programming
on BA international flights.
He is a contributor for Metro Newspaper UK, on Investment art. He has been featured in numerous
television programmes and presented art in the international television series ‘Dealers.’
James is also an international award winning television producer. His diverse client list includes some
of the highest profile film and television and sporting personalities as well as members of royalty and a
number of charity groups.
Danièle Ryman is French and attended the Ecole des Beaux Arts, in Paris. She is an author of 6 books
in over 20 languages. She is also the ‘Patron of Art, for the George Eliot Hospital, & NHS Trust, UK.’
James & Danièle have a passion for art and have successfully mixed business with pleasure to provide
a unique dedicated service to others.

View our website for detailed information and art images:
www.jn-investment-art.com
CONTACT:
James Nicholls
james@jn-investment-art.com
Mobile: + 44 (0) 779 355 6204
Tel:        + 44 (0) 207 720 1896
Searle House, 98 Battersea Park Road, London SW11 4LQ, London, UK
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